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Barr Lake/Milton Reservoir Watershed Association 

Technical Committee Meeting 
Thursday, July 26th, 2017 (9:00am – 11:00pm) 

Metro Wastewater Reclamation District, Denver 
 

Draft MINUTES 
 

In attendance:  

Steve Lundt – Metro Wastewater   

Linda Chynoweth  - Aurora (phone) 

Laurie Rink -FRICO (phone) 

Elaine Hassinger – Tri County  

Jim Doersch – Metro 

Julie Kinsey - EPA 

 

Guests: 

Amy Conklin – Coordinator 

 

Steve welcomed everyone.   

 

Modeling 2018/19 

Steve has been gathering the flow data from FRICO spreadsheet from 2010 to 2017.  He thinks 

he has everything he needs from FRICO for flow data.  He has prepared a slide of how the data 

collection is going. He’ll talk to Marcia on Wednesday regarding the modeling effort.  He still 

needs flow data from Xcel and South Platte Water Renewal Partners (SPWRP).  One of the 

flows Steve needs to estimate is Lawn Irrigation Return Flows (LIRFs).  While Aurora also 

calculates their LIRFs, our modeling effort will focus on Denver Water (DW) LIRFs because 

only DW is being required to add Ortho Phosphorus (P) for Optimal Corrosion Control 

Treatment (OCCT).  Steve has been talking with DW to get better LIRF estimates.  We want to 

count all the LIRFs not just the part from trans basin water sources.  DW also made some 

assumptions about LIRFs from downtown Denver that need to be revised upwards. 

 

DW estimates 2 million gallons of water are used each year for hydrant flushing with an 

additional 13 million gallons of hydrant flushing at DIA.  The total flow from hydrant flushing is 

then 15 million gallons per year.  

 

Steve went over the data he’ll 

need for the upcoming 

modeling effort using smiley 

faces for the data he’s been able 

to get.  He’s found the Data 

Sharing Network very useful.  

He’ll keep working to gather 

the data needed for modeling.  

He is planning to talk to Marcia 

Greenblat at Integral on 

Wednesday, August 1 at 9 am 

and invited anyone interested in 

joining the call to contact him.   

Steve will ask Marcia if the 

current version of our model 

could be used to run OCCT 
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scenarios.  Given the accelerated timeline for the OCCT litigation it might be better to use the 

existing model and not incorporate the 2010 to 2017 data. The MOU regarding the OCCT 

litigation is scheduled to expire in November of 2018, however, DW is more concerned about 

the March 2020 OCCT implementation deadline. 

 

Steve was encouraged to contact Al Garcia at EPA to see if he might have some water quality 

data for categorical industries that we could use to estimate Phosphorus loads from the new 

industrial permits issued for Segment 14.  Linda Chynoweth will work to provide Steve with 

daily effluent and Prairie Waters flows.  

 

Steve shared that he is co-leading part of the OCCT litigation effort focusing on wastewater and 

watersheds.  He will try to keep the group informed about upcoming meetings and proposed 

modeling using the BMW model. Metro is drafting some technical memos to assist DW in their 

arguments against using Ortho P for OCCT.  A soil scientist in Minnesota has done a lot of work 

on the fate and transport of nutrients and may be engaged to assist with some of the OCCT 

studies.  

 

Water Quality Updates – 

Steve reported that since May, there has been a steady increase in P in both water bodies.  Milton 

has been releasing water since about May, indicating the P source may be internal loading   

Anoxic conditions support the hypothesis that the P source is internal loading.  The lakes are 

now mixing, further increasing the P from internal loading.  There have been some blooms but 

no big problems.  The standards for P in both lakes are not being attained.  The DO standard is 

not being attained in Barr, but in Milton it is.  pH levels are looking good and both water bodies 

may be attaining the pH standard this year.  
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Julie Kinsey will research site-specific standards (SSS) adopted for other water bodies in our 

region and across the country.  She encouraged BMW to engage CDPHE in any discussions of 

SSS.    Any attempt to pursue SSS would require a Use Attainability Analysis.  The recreation 

use is the use that drives the standards at both Barr and Milton.  If SSS are pursued, the extensive 

work BMW has already done as part of the TMDL should be very useful.  A story can be 

developed about the uses and the standards that will protect them in pursuit of SSS.  

 

Box Net Plan for Carp 

The Board approved the Technical Committee budget which includes employing box nets as part 

of a biomanipulation strategy.  Steve hopes to employ the nets as soon as October.  GEI has been 

retained to use the stormwater monitoring station for about 10 storm sampling events.  In 

addition, Metro may use the station for other monitoring.  They may want to expand the station 

to accommodate increased sampling.  There is also some money in the budget for Ken Wagner’s 

assistance, modeling efforts, source control efforts and assisting CU-Denver students.  Laurie 

noted some differences between the budget Steve is using and the one the Board adopted and 

will work with Steve to resolve the differences.   

 

Storm Water Monitoring Station Update 

All the electrical work is done.  The station just needs power.  The station may be functional as 

early as next week. It is hoped that some good baseline data can be collected prior to Ortho P 

addition.   

 

Next Meeting 

Tech. Committee: September 27, 2018 

 


